
LEVERAGING VIDEO ANALYTICS TO
REVAMP GOLF TRAINING AND
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Industry Challenges

Sports data analysis equips one with the knowledge and abilities needed to incorporate a
performance analysis method into coaching. Golf, a technique-based activity, is one of the most
difficult sports to master. Finding the right swing, as well as the right clubs (irons and woods), is critical
in obtaining top performance. Advanced movement accuracy is also required for putting, chipping,
pitching, and bunker shots.

Problem Statement

To deliver a modern video analysis system for analyzing golf swings for training the amateurs from
professional golfers’ videos.

Our Solution
Algoscale performed Video Analytics to create a model that could discern between different
types of clubs used by a golfer in a video and then grade a player's shot based on the trail.

To get the trail of each shot, we calculated multiple angles of the club with the body in different
frames. Then, to compare it to the shot of a novice player, a similar operation was performed on
professional videos.

Finally, the cosine similarity between the two trails was calculated to determine the final grade.
Training data was extracted from progolfswingvideos.com and golfloopy.com. The entire video
was broken down into distinct frames of imagery at various time intervals.

Fast R-CNN algorithm was used to train the model, while computer vision techniques and
complex mathematics were used to compare the two shots.

Video Quality

A core component of the
training process is the gathering
and delivery of high-quality
video recordings for movement
analysis.

No Data

Due to the lack of availability
of standard training data, the
difference between different
classes of clubs becomes hard
to tell with the naked eye.

The club moves in 360
degrees so it becomes
troublesome to identify the
difference between various
individuals’ shots.

360° Movement

Learn how Algoscale developed a solution
that allows golf beginners to understand
the shot style of the player's video and
compare it to a variety of professional
golfers’ videos



WE DATA
Algoscale is a Data consulting company covering data engineering, applied AI, data science, & product
engineering. Established in 2014, we have helped wide range of organizations from start-ups to
Fortune 100 companies ingest and store enormous amounts of raw data in order to translate it into
actionable insights for better decision-making and faster business value. 
To know more, visit: https://algoscale.com/

Algoscale assisted in the development of a cutting-edge video analysis system for evaluating golf
swings and instructing amateur golfers using professional golfers' videos.

Our solution would help the trainee in becoming a better player with time by allowing them to
compare their shots to those of a professional golfer. 

Identification accuracy of up to 85 percent was attained, while shot grading accuracy was up to
75 percent.

Technology

Tech Stack

Business Impact

Case Study: Leveraging Video Analytics to Revamp Golf Training and Performance Analysis

Client
An emerging analytics-based
sports training startup.

Challenge
Finding the appropriate
swing and clubs (irons
and woods) is crucial in
achieving peak
performance in the
technique-driven sport
of Golf. Putting,
chipping, pitching, and
bunker shots all
demand advanced
movement accuracy.

Our solution
Algoscale assisted the
client in developing a
solution that allows golf
beginners to compare their
shots to those of a
professional golfer. The
approach employed deep
learning to understand the
shot style of the player's
video and compare it to a
variety of professional
videos.

Algoscale built a product that
enabled the client to achieve
an identification accuracy of
up to 85 percent and shot
grading accuracy up to 75
percent.

Business Impact

askus@algoscale.com

Follow us on

Extraction of images
 from videos

Pre-Processing Training

https://www.linkedin.com/company/algoscale
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkVO3npNHQLYZMaTrzJ2Gwg
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbFQyc3djMVliUGNvRUlyNFFWZDhJSkl3OEhnd3xBQ3Jtc0ttS0hTT1ZIaWdaSzVIUUhjYWFoTkpGVlVTc3hRdHVOQ0dWN0d5ODJ6NTJ4WHdiQVZ0aS1NT29hUzFQbC1ZbUNsRXROY09iOUozMDZjb3V4dC1rcnNIZkNYeTk2Vkl2MlZneVFZOHdsMDJzYmk0ZEExaw&q=https%3A%2F%2Falgoscale.com%2F

